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Grow your business with Table Tracker
Table Tracker is a table location system that
identifies where guests are sitting so you
can deliver food faster, create a better guest
experience and operate more efficiently.
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Business
Here’s
howBenefits
it works

Faster Food Delivery

Enhanced Productivity

Analytics & Reporting

Provide the experience customers
demand. Faster food delivery means
warmer food and worry-free guests.

Give your employees the tools they
need to succeed. Be smarter about
staffing and scheduling.

Measure delivery times to identify
opportunities to improve your
operation and performance.

What’s Included

Trackers

Gateway

Broadcast the location of guests

Wirelessly connect Trackers to

Display order status, identify

Be invisible with under-the-

for table delivery. Page when

the full Table Tracker system.

guest location, and page guests

table tagging, or use above-

waiting for to-go orders.

the-table options either indoor

to-go orders are ready.

Tablet App

Tags

or outdoor.

Online Reporting Portal

Table Tracker API

Access reports for single or multiple locations to view

API access to integrate with an existing solution or to

historical and comparative performance metrics.

access data directly.

Here’s How it Works

1. Order

2. Locate

3. Deliver

4. Analyze

customers when they order.

the customer’s table and

Order View to identify a guest’s

Tracker app or LRS Connect

broadcasts its location.

location and deliver food.

to view performance reports.

A Tracker is given to

The Tracker reads tags on

Food runners reference the

Managers can use Table

Hands-Off Maintenance

Warranty

Implementation and Support

Tags with no batteries and long-lasting

Our warranty covers all Table Tracker

Table Tracker customers receive expert

trackers create a low life-time cost. Over
time, maintenance costs of other solutions
add-up to big bucks – making LRS a
smarter, more stable, and economical

hardware, with options to extend it up to
three years. Covered equipment includes
Trackers, Gateways, and Repeaters.

support. Our staff is by your side from
implementation to operational support –
we’ve got your back.

choice in the long-run.

Table Tracker is Trusted and Preferred
Operate More Efficiently
“We shaved a full minute off delivery times.”
Michael Johnson | Regional Manager | Jason’s Deli

Deliver Better, Faster Service
“My staff loves it…my food runners don’t waste time circling the restaurant looking for customers.
Table Tracker tells you where to go like a beam of light.”
Johnny Carrabba | Owner & Founder | Carrabba’s and Mia’s

Elevate your Guest Experience
“[Table Tracker] absolutely allowed us to provide a better dining experience.”
John Secretan | Owner | Zinc Cafe

Manage Smartly with Insight
“Management loves [Table Tracker] because it gives them visibility they didn’t have before.”
Cody Pierce | VP Marketing | Pizza Ranch

SIMPLE SOLUTIONS THAT STREAMLINE COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN GUEST AND STAFF
Our solutions help simplify operations so you can focus on what really
matters – the guest. Bring peace of mind to your organization with LRS on-site communications,
guest management applications, tracking systems, and customer surveys.

Join the hundreds of restaurants already using Table Tracker to enhance their guest experience.
Financing options are available. Inquire for details.
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